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ABSTRACT

Traditional space telemetry has generally been handled as asynchronous data stream
fed into a time division multiplexed channel on a point-to-point radio frequency (RF) link
between space and ground. The data handling concepts emerging for the Space Station
challenge each of these precepts. According to current concepts, telemetry data on the
Space Station will be packetized. It will be transported asynchronously through onboard
networks. The space-to-ground link will not be time division multiplexed, but rather will
have flexibly managed virtual channels, and finally, the routing of telemetry data must
potentially traverse multiple ground distribution networks.

Appropriately, the communication standards for handling telemetry are changing to
support the highly networked Space Station environment. While a companion paper (1. W.
Marker, “Telemetry Formats for the Space Station RF Links”) examines the emerging
telemetry concepts and formats for the RF link, this paper focuses on the impact of
telemetry handling on the design of the onboard networks that are part of the Data
Management System (DMS).

The DMS will provide the connectivity between most telemetry sources and the
onboard node for transmission to the ground. By far the bulk of data transported by DMS
will be telemetry, however, not all telemetry will place the same demands on the
communication system and DMS must also satisfy a rich array of services in support of
distributed Space Station operations. These services include file transfer, data base access,
application messaging and several others. The DMS communications architecture, which
will follow the International Standards Organization (ISO) Reference Model, must support
both the high throughput needed for telemetry transport, as well as the rich services needed
for distributed computer systems. This paper discusses an architectural approach to
satisfying the dual set of requirements and discusses several of the functionality vs.
performance trade-offs that must be made in developing an optimized mechanism for
handling telemetry data in the DMS.



INTRODUCTION

The Data Management System (DMS) comprises networked computers, workstations,
resources, and services needed for system and payload operations onboard the Space
Station. The Space Station Program includes a Base Station that will support a crew of
eight, as well as unmanned platforms. The DMS for the Base Station and (U.S.) Platforms
will have a high degree of commonality, however the specific examples in this paper are
taken from the Base Station architecture, hereafter referred to as the “Space Station”.

The Space Station Program has defined the concept of a Space Station Information
System (SSIS) that embraces all of the networked resources and facilities that participate
in the Program. The Primary SSIS Domain, of which DMS is an onboard element, is
defined as that part of SSIS that can guarantee end-to-end communication and data
handling services by using interoperable, standard protocols and management functions.
The Secondary SSIS Domain comprises those parts of SSIS that do not implement the
interoperable protocols and management functions, but have access to SSIS services via
standard interfaces.

The architecture of the DMS, and hence telemetry handling within it, will be largely
driven by the role of DMS in the overall SSIS and the requirement to interoperate with
other space-based and ground-based SSIS elements. The other major driver on the design
of telemetry handling within DMS derives from the realization that not all telemetry can be
handled the same way.

Several categories of telemetry have been identified for Space Station (2) that differ in
quantity, priority, distribution, and the extent to which processing capability is remoted to
the sensing site. At one end of the spectrum, there is a class of telemetry where a “dumb”
onboard sensor sends raw data to a computer or workstation located on the ground. At the
other end of the telemetry spectrum, onboard sensors are associated with local or
networked processing capability, which perform higher order processing on the data,
possibly merging or comparing it with other system data or doing trend analysis, and
converse in a computer-to-computer sense with groundbased workstations. These two
telemetry extremes, as well as the need to support a rich array of other computer-to-
computer services such as file transfer and electronic mail, result in a dual set of
requirements on end-to-end communication services. SSIS, and in particular, DMS must
be able to accommodate both.

The following section gives a brief overview of the DMS architecture. The dual set of
requirements affecting telemetry handling on the Space Station are then discussed,
followed by the DMS communication architecture to support them. The final section 



discusses several trade-offs that must be considered between the richness of telemetry
handling services and their performance.

OVERVIEW OF THE SPACE STATION DATA MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

Figure 1 is a diagram of the current DMS architecture envisioned for the pressurized
nodes and modules of the Space Station. The elements of this architecture are briefly
described below.

Communication Elements

The backbone of the DMS is composed of high speed local area networks (LAN’s). A
dual redundant 100 Megabit per second (Mbps) fiber optic LAN traverses the Space
Station interconnecting payloads, while a separate, but identical, triply redundant LAN
interconnects processors controlling the station “core” systems. Network Interface Units
(NIU), connect system processors to the LANs, implementing a layered communications
architecture according to the International Standards Organization (ISO) Reference Model.
Network communication services, including telemetry handling, within DMS and between
DMS and other parts of the SSIS will be accomplished using standard protocols and
management functions.

Both the Payload network and the core network connect to Signal Processors (SP)
provided by the Communications and Tracking (C&T) system that send and receive data
on the bi-direction space-ground and space-space links. Audio, video and several payloads
with data rates in excess of what can be handled by the DMS NIU’s comprise the other
direct inputs to the SP. The SP handling of these inputs, as well as data handling concepts
for the Space Station R-F links are discussed in a companion paper in these proceedings
(1).

Space Station, and hence DMS, will be constructed in parts over a number of flights.
Connectors (C) are used to extend a given LAN with the addition of a new flight element,
while Bridges (BR) are used to interconnect identical, but functionally separate LAN’s.
Gateways (GW) are used to connect with nonidentical networks, such as those provided in
the European and Japanese modules. Since the cost and complexity of GW’s increase with
the difference between the two networks they interconnect, efforts are being made within
SSIS to constrain divergence among various SSIS networks, such that these GW’s can be
lower level (i.e., network layer or below) relay devices.

In addition to the high speed LAN’s, DMS also provides lower rate buses or networks
(generically referred to as “local buses” in Figure 1) used to connect local controllers or
instrumentation to system processors. Bus Interface Adapters (BIA) provide a standard



interface to these local buses. Some of these local buses are dedicated to a particular core
system, such as Guidance, Navigation and Control (GN&C), while others are shared
among systems in a particular node or module. Some local buses connect directly to a
given system processor (as in GN&C), while others are indirectly connected to any
processor on the network through a BIA/NIU combination.

There are several implications of this DMS connectivity on telemetry handling. First,
with the exception of a few very high rate payloads, all telemetry sources on the Space
Station will send their data through DMS buses and/or networks in order to reach the
space-ground links. Depending on the physical location of the telemetry source, its data
may have to traverse a local bus, multiple LAN’s, going through BR’s and GW’s along the
way, in order to reach the SP. Traditional hardwired point-to-point links will give way to
highly networked resources in which routing, flow control, segmentation and other
networking issues must be addressed.

Second, the DMS architecture supports, and we will almost certainly see, a significant
amount of onboard processing of telemetry data, prior to its transmission to the ground.
Traditional bit streams of raw sensor readings will give way to formatted packets of
information, possibly mixed with ancillary data (i.e., relevant data from other systems
conveying the context in which this data was obtained), time, or the results of higher order
processing (e.g., trend data). Even bit streams of raw sensor data that will be transported
through networks will have to be packetized in units that make effective use of onboard
bandwidth (i.e., in the range of 1000 to 4000 bytes).

Processing Elements

DMS will define and provide a family of computers for onboard application processing.
They will range in size and functionality from an Embedded Data Processor (EDP) suitable
for use within a local controller of sensors/effectors, to a family of more capable Standard
Data Processors (SDP) whose high-end member is a multi-million instruction-per-second
processor capable of hosting expert systems. DMS will also provide the operating system
and run time environment “seen” by onboard applications
in these processors.

Another important element of the DMS processing environment is the Multi-Purpose
Application Console (MPAC), which is the electronic core of the onboard workstation. In
addition to a processor (which is a member of the SDP family), the MPAC provides the
onboard instance of a standard SSIS User Interface, used for crew interaction with
onboard systems and payloads, as well as with other parts of the overall SSIS.



All core system application software will reside in SDP’s and EDP’s. Payloads may
also use these processors, or provide their own by meeting the standard interface to an
NIU. Again, the implications on telemetry handling are that a significant capability will
exist for onboard processing of sensor data. From the ground perspective, a significant
amount of the telemetry received will not come from “dumb” sensors, but from “smart”
computers.

Data Acquisition, Storage, and Distribution Elements

In addition to the above communication and processing elements, the DMS architecture
includes several resources and services which function to acquire, store, or distribute data.
Included in this category is random access mass storage units (MSU), complemented with
file management and data base management systems. DMS also includes a Time
Generation System (TGS) that has atomic clocks and an interface to the Global Positioning
System. Its role is to distribute an accurate time and frequency reference to onboard
processors.

Finally, DMS will define a configurable multiplexer-demultiplexer (MDM) for
interfacing to a variety of sensor/effector types. This MDM will be able to accommodate
an EDP for local processing, and will interface to either a BIA or NIU. With its rich
input/output and optional processing capability, configurability, and connectivity to the
DMS networks, the MDM is viewed as a principal way in which payloads will be
connected to the Space Station. For core systems, the MDM is more likely to be attached
to a local bus, which in turn connects to a system-level SDP, either directly, or through the
network.

DUAL SET OF DATA HANDLING REQUIREMENTS:  TWO SCENARIOS

As discussed in the Introduction, a dual set of requirements for onboard data handling
has emerged from the facts that not all telemetry will be able to be handled the same way
and DMS must handle more than telemetry. These two sets of requirements call for two
general categories of communication services: stream-oriented and transaction-oriented
(See also ref. (2) for a discussion of these two types of service). Stream-oriented service is
characterized by being relatively simple in functionality (i.e., a “bent pipe”) and high in
throughput. It is well-suited for moving large amounts of periodic data between sources
and destinations that do not change very often; that is, it is well-suited for what could be
called “traditional” telemetry.

In the Space Station era, typical use of stream-oriented service would be the periodic
transmission of data from an onboard payload to a ground-based processing facility, called
a Level Zero Processor (LZP). This data flow is depicted in Figure 2 as Scenario 1. In this



scenario, the payload would periodically send units of data to DMS via its NIU interface.
Through prior interactions between the payload and the appropriate resource and network
management functions, DMS would already “know” how much data this payload is
allowed to send and how it should be handled (e.g., grade of service, priority). In a
concept under development by the Consultative Committee for Space Data Systems
(CCSDS), the payload would format its telemetry into CCSDS Source Data Units (SDU,
also called Source Packets), which are variable-length user data structures with a 48-bit
header containing destination information (in the form of a logical path identifier), as well
as length and sequence information. DMS would identify the logical destination with a
particular LAN address. The LAN address would not only code for a particular NIU that
connects to a space-ground SP, but also for a particular virtual channel (VC) within the
space ground link (see (1) for further discussion of this concept). Through the space-
ground link, different VCs can receive different grades of service; once on the ground, they
can also be routed to different processors. The LZP handling this payload data would have
to be able to interpret and perform any subsequent processing or non-real time routing of
the SDUs. From the perspective of real time data flow, the requirement is principally that
what the “goes in” from the payload to DMS onboard, “comes out” at the LZP with
minimal overhead and minimal services; i.e., stream-oriented service.

Transaction-oriented service is characterized by being relatively rich in functionality at
some expense in performance. It is well-suited for coordinating actions, including data
exchange, between application programs in different computers. Its use in what could be
called “interactive” telemetry is illustrated in the following scenario, depicted as Scenario
2 in Figure 2.

A ground controller monitoring the onboard Environmental Control and Life Support
System (ECLSS) interacts with an ECLSS telemetry application process onboard and
arranges to have, for example, all ECLSS sensor readings sent to a particular display
process in their ground workstation once per second. Onboard these readings would be
collected from the various sensors and, once per second, this ECLSS telemetry process
would format and send them to the NIU for transmission to the ground (case 2a in
Figure 2). As in the previous scenario, this data could be formatted in a CCSDS SDU or it
could be in a different format understood by the display process at the receiving end. In
either event, logical destination information supplied by this process would be mapped by
the NIU to a globally unique SSIS address (i.e., the display process at the ground ECLSS
workstation) and to a DMS LAN address (i.e., the NIU that connects to the appropriate
SP). As before, the LAN address would further specify the appropriate VC on the space-
ground link.

Once on the ground the data would be routed to the control center containing the
ECLSS workstation, either based on the VC identifier or based on the data’s global SSIS



address, interpreted at intermediate routing nodes. The destination control center would
also have a LAN, which in this end-to-end data flow, is the functional counterpart of DMS
onboard. By interpreting the globally unique SSIS address, the control center routing
process would determine the LAN address and route the data to the appropriate display
process in the ECLSS workstation.

Now assume that after receiving all ECLSS data for a period of time, the ground
controller wants only a periodic summary report of all sensor readings that exceed certain
thresholds or show certain trends. There is an onboard process that is part of the ECLSS
application software that performs this intelligent processing. The ground controller
interacts with the ECLSS telemetry process, requesting the sensor data not be sent directly
to the ground, but rather to this processing “filter”, the output of which is requested for
ground display once per minute (case 2b in Figure 2). Coordinating this multi-application
interaction would require richer communication services in order to for example, confirm
the onboard processing can be performed, interrupt and redirect the original telemetry flow
to this process, make provisions for link or processor outages, assure consistency of the
ground controller’s view of the ECLSS information with other views of the system, and
segment and reassemble the processed system summary if it is too large to be handled by
the LAN’s in a single packet.

Finally, assume that the ground controller wishes to receive only an event-driven report
when the system summary changes in some significant way potentially requiring action.
This second level of processing is embodied in another ECLSS application, which is
perhaps rule-based. This second application process receives input from the first and, as
warranted by events, it submits output to the network for transmission to the ground
controller’s display console (case 2c in Figure 2). Again, coordinating and synchronizing
activities among these applications would require richer communication services. In
addition to those outlined above, it would require assurance that when an event-driven
ECLSS message is generated, it is given high priority and high integrity service, that its
transmission is confirmed and that if transmission is in any way not successful, an
alternative action (e.g., onboard crew alert) is successfully carried out.

In all three stages of this second scenario, the basic collection of ECLSS sensor data
remains unchanged. What does change, particularly from the ground controller’s
perspective, is whether the data is raw or processed, periodic or event-driven. In order to
support dynamic interaction with intelligent telemetry sources, which may be “smart”
sensors or “dumb” sensors that are processed by smart onboard systems, a rich level of
communication service is required; i.e., transaction-oriented service.



DMS COMMUNICATION ARCHITECTURE TO SUPPORT TELEMETRY

The DMS communication architecture is based on the ISO Reference Model (3), which
treats the communication problem in seven layers, as briefly summarized below:

Layer Name Example of Services

7 Application Services for application programs,
e.g., file transfer, standard messaging

6 Presentation syntax negotiation
5 Session dialogue organization, synchronization,

access controls
4 Transport end-to-end reliable transfer, segmentation
3 Network routing, internetworking
2 Data link link control, access to shared media

(e.g., on a LAN)
1 Physical Reliable transfer of bits on media

The above service examples are by no means exhaustive of the functions performed at
each layer; they are listed only to give a sense of the increased functionality and level of
abstraction handled as one “moves up” through the layers. Transaction-oriented
communication will typically require services at all (or most) of the ISO layers. Stream-
oriented communication will typically require services only at the lower two or three
layers. Figure 3 depicts a layered architecture approach to making both types of services
available; an architecture such as this is currently under study for the DMS NIU.

Upon receiving a request for a transaction-oriented service, an interface process within
the NIU would direct the request to the appropriate Application Layer service element.
There would be distinct service elements for each type of transaction supported, for
example, file transfer, remote job control, electronic mail, and distributed messaging
service would each have Application Layer agents servicing host application processes and
communicating peer-to-peer with like Application Layer agents at the other end of the
communication process.

From the point of view of SSIS-guaranteed service, the other endpoint of the
transaction would be at the opposite boundary of the Primary SSIS Domain (e.g., an NIU
in a control center or a gateway into the Secondary SSIS Domain) since, by definition, the
Primary Domain encompasses networks that guarantee end-to-end services by using
standard, interoperable protocols and management functions. Between the endpoints, many
networks would transparently handle the data associated with this transaction by being
lower layer (i.e., Layers 1 through 3) relay points that perform routing and link control.



Again at the endpoints, the services required at Layers 4 through 6 would vary as a
function of what is needed by Layer 7, but they would interoperate in a lock-and-key sense
between the end-points of the transaction.

Upon receiving data needing stream-oriented service, the host interface function in the
NIU would direct a service request to a layer 2 or 3 protocol agent. The distinction of
whether Layer 2 or 3 would be appropriate would principally have to do with the
complexity of the routing job to be performed on the data. If the data is destined for a
ground-based LZP that can be reached based on an extension of link layer addressing
(i.e., a LAN addressed mapped into a VC that uniquely identifies the LZP), the service
request could be handled by Layer 2. If routing needs to be done at a finer level of
resolution, for example, associated with a globally unique SSIS address that is carried in a
network layer header, service at layer 3 would be required. The mechanics of SSIS
addressing and the extent to which network routing is connectionless versus connection-
oriented remains an area of active investigation within the Space Station Program. Results
of such studies will determine whether Layer 2 or 3 is an appropriate entry point for
stream-oriented service, or whether both are under different conditions.

In order to bypass upper layer functionality in stream-oriented service, several
interfacing requirements would be placed on the data structures received from the host and
service would be limited. For example, input data units would have to be small enough to
fit into one LAN packet (i.e., no segmentation services). They would have to be explicitly
understood by the receiving end (i.e., no syntax services) and expected (i.e., no buffer
management or end-to-end flow control). They would generally not be recoverable if lost
or corrupted and unplanned link outages would result in lost data (i.e., no session level
recovery from interruptions in the transport service). All data units in the stream would be
treated the same way by the communication service. To the extent that data privacy or
security measures (e.g., access authorization) were implemented by services at the upper
ISO layers, these data units would not have the benefit of such services. Safety and
security considerations are the chief reasons why it is doubtful that stream-oriented service
will be suitable for uplinked traffic (with the possible exception of video); however, the
issue of whether streams can “flow uphill” is still under investigation. The requirements for
and feasibility of streams flowing “downhill’ are far better established.

CONCLUSIONS

Telemetry users on the Space Station will place varying requirements on the
communication systems, as they collectively differ and even individually operate in
different modes and evolve over time. These requirements call for two general categories
of service: transaction-oriented and stream-oriented. The onboard DMS will support both
categories by implementing an ISO protocol stack for transaction-oriented service and an



enhanced performance architecture that bypasses unneeded upper layer protocols for
stream-oriented service. Stream service will be optimized for high performance with the
absence of services such as segmentation, flow control, syntax negotiation, error control,
recovery from outages, synchronization, and upper layer data security measures.
Transaction-oriented service will, at some compromise in performance, perform these
functions, as well as specific mechanisms for implementing application services such as
file transfer, messaging, and remote job control. The reduced communication throughput
would be somewhat mitigated by the fact that as processing is remoted to the sensing site,
there is (potentially) less data that needs to be sent. The extent of performance
compromise for transaction-oriented service in DMS will depend primarily on how
powerful (and power-hungry) the NIUs can afford to be.
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FIGURE 1   DMS ARCHITECTURE
IN PRESSURIZED ELEMENTS



FIGURE 2. TWO DMS TELEMETRY DATA FLOW SCENARIOS



FIGURE 3. LAYERED ARCHITECTURE FOR HANDLING TRANSACTION-
ORIENTED AND STREAM-ORIENTED SERVICES


